
aCS334 Project 2:

Graph Algorithm Visualization

Summary:
● Group Project: 4 - 6 members
● Due Date: 10 May 2021 @ 23:59
● Deliverables:

○ Project Report - In repo
○ Project Demo Video - Uploaded on Youtube
○ Peer Evaluation Form (to be supplied at a later stage) - Emailed to brink
○ Source Code - In repo

Description:
You are required to create a web-based graph visualization platform. You are required to use the
Enron Email dataset. You are required to clean up the Enron Email dataset following the rules
given under the Specifications header and create a relational database using the same
schema as shown on page 2 of this paper. The Enron Email dataset can be found in csv format
here or in raw format here.

Users must be able to register an account to use the web application and consequently be
able to login with the account after registration. All routes, except the login and registration
route, must be protected, i.e the routes can only be accessed if the user has a valid auth token.
If no valid auth token is present the user must be redirected to the login page. A user must have
the ability to logout if they choose to.

Users must be able to select different graph algorithms to visualize as specified under the
Specifications header.

Users must be able to search for a specific Employee in the Enron Dataset. The results
expected for searching an Employee is given under the Specifications header.

You MUST make a video submission that goes through each of the sections of the marking
rubric as this will be used to mark your submission. This video MUST be uploaded to youtube.
Please include a link to the video in your report submission

https://foreverdata.org/1009HOLD/Enron_Dataset_Report.pdf
https://www.kaggle.com/wcukierski/enron-email-dataset
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/


Specifications:
This section describes all the technical aspects of what needs to be implemented and
technologies that need to be used for your solution.

Web Stack Details:
● You are allowed to use ANY frontend framework
● You MUST use Flask for your backend
● You MUST use an ORM for the relational database operations
● You are allowed to use either PostgreSQL, MySQL or MariaDB for your Relational

Database
● You are allowed to use either Neo4j or TigerGraph for your Graph Database

Implementation Details:
● Users:

○ User information MUST be stored in a relational database
○ Successful login MUST return an Authentication token (e.g JWT) - The generated

auth token should be stored in a database so that it can be checked when the
user browses the web page to ensure that it is a valid auth token. The auth token
should be deleted when the user logs out.

○ New users MUST be able to register to use the application.
■ Usernames MUST be unique
■ Passwords must be at least 12 characters long, including an upper-case

letter, lower-case letter, number and special character
■ A password confirmation should be included in the register page.

● Data Cleaning:
○ Remove duplicate emails
○ Remove emails containing junk data - defining what these emails are is up to the

student/team, but the paper linked in the last bullet point can be used as a
guideline.

○ Remove all entries with blank message section
○ Convert invalid email addresses to “no.address@enron.com”
○ Convert undisclosed email address to “undisclosed-recepients@enron.com”
○ Remove junk messages such as messages returned by email system or email

transaction failures.
○ If the message was sent to a group, retain the group name. The recipient

information can be determined from the message of each user.
○ These steps are taken from here

● Employee Query:
○ User MUST be able to search for an Employee based on first name and/or

surname
○ Information returned should include the following:

■ Number of emails the user has sent in total or in a time period
■ Top 5 most contacted employees (based on sent emails)

mailto:no.address@enron.com
mailto:undisclosed-recepients@enron.com
https://foreverdata.org/1009HOLD/Enron_Dataset_Report.pdf


● Graph Visualization:
○ You MUST do the following three graph algorithms:

■ Shortest Path between two people (Dijkstra, A* etc)
■ Label Propagation (Clustering)
■ Centrality Algorithm

○ 1 of the 3 algorithms MUST be done in native Cypher/GSQL - This algorithm
must be built from scratch, and all the processing and maths etc must happen in
the native querying language. You cannot just query the data then do the
processing in python. The whole algorithm must be executed in the native
querying language. - Due to the limitations of Cypher, we will allow
user-defined functions to be used.

○ 2 of the 3 algorithms can be done using Networkx or using a pre-existing library
in Cypher/GSQL

○ You MUST build a derived social network as shown on page 7 here
○ The visualization can be done using a library like d3.js
○ The output of ALL 3 algorithms MUST be a visual graph displayed for the

user.

Report Information:
Your report should be at least 7 pages but no longer than 10 pages. Your report must be
uploaded to your groups repository. The following must be included in your report:

● Include your definition of what junk data is for the data cleaning process
● Include how the method used to determine the employees and why you chose to go with

that method.
● Discuss benefits of using an ORM over writing traditional queries
● Use of graph db vs relational db
● Include queries used for the three graph visualization algos
● Discuss which relational db you chose and why you did
● Discuss which of the two graph dbs you used and why

Marking Rubric:

Specification Mark Section Total

Authentication 10

Login/Register 3

Authentication tokens 2

All routes protected 1

Unique usernames 1

https://foreverdata.org/1009HOLD/Enron_Dataset_Report.pdf


Passwords 1

Information stored in DB 2

Enron Data 13

Data cleaned 4

Stored in relational and graph
db

2

Query on employee returns
correct data

3

Filter for number of emails
sent in time period/total

2

ORM used 2

Graph Visualization 17

Shortest Path 4

Clustering 4

Centrality 4

Social Network 5

General 10

Look and feel (styling) 5

Video submission 5



Bonus 5

Web application hosted 5

Report 15

PROJECT TOTAL: 50 + 15 + (5)

Resources:
● Enron Dataset in CSV
● Raw Enron Dataset
● Enron Dataset Database Schema and Statistical Report
● Sample Neo4j import script - Note this will only work if you parse the enron dataset and

create your own CSV with the required fields
● Neo4j Documentation
● TigerGraph Download
● SQLAlchemy Tutorial

https://www.kaggle.com/wcukierski/enron-email-dataset
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/
https://foreverdata.org/1009HOLD/Enron_Dataset_Report.pdf
https://gist.github.com/johnymontana/886688399d4f72c83ff2665476e0566c
https://neo4j.com/docs/
https://www.tigergraph.com/get-tigergraph/
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/sqlalchemy/index.htm

